8th MEETING REPORT

KARINCA TEKNOLOJI

All team members attended.

Place: Computer Engineering Department, B Block, 3rd Floor, SUN Laboratory


➤ We have decided every member of our group will continue his task and integration will be done during the next meeting.

➤ We could not give a common decision about the xml structure of the files in our project during the initial design. We have taken a decision of sharing the responsibility of this process. Every member will determine his own structure according to his module.

WEEKLY REPORTS

Ali Caner PARMAKSIZ – Okan KÖYLÜ

• The design of the GUI(Graphical User Interface) has been completed. After that time the layout of kajaxs GUI will not change. The icons have been added.

• kajax GUI has been implemented by a plugin-based approach. It has a dynamic lay-out, not static. New plugins can be added to the GUI.

Volkan AK

This week I build the initial structure of the plugins. I designed a plugin interface where the developers will implement it. With this interface every module will
come with its own menus, actions, etc. so that merging them all will be easier. However we have to specify a policy for the placement of items, thus I started to think about it.

Halil BALLI

This week I have begun to the implementation phase of our editor module. I have searched for which java classes I will use during the implementation and how a functionality added to a normal java text editor.